Abstract. The origin of high-energy cosmic neutrinos is a new interesting mystery in astroparticle physics. The present data suggest interesting connection to cosmic-ray and/or gamma-ray sources. We review various scenarios for the cosmic neutrinos, and emphasize the importance of multimessenger approaches to reveal the sources.
Introduction
Neutrinos have served as an important messenger of the Universe. Identifications of neutrino sources enable us to study cosmic-ray (CR) accelerators and should help us solve a long-standing problem, the origin of CRs. In particular, we can obtain crucial clues to the origin of ultrahigh-energy CRs (UHECRs) that are likely to come from extragalactic sources. Neutrinos interact with matter via weak interactions, which makes detecting high-energy neutrinos challenging. However, after long-time efforts by experimentalists in different projects, high-energy cosmic neutrinos were finally discovered in the IceCube detector at the South Pole. After the discovery of two shower-like events of PeV neutrinos [1] , 26 additional events were found in the followup analysis [2] . In 2014, the IceCube Collaboration reported further evidence for extraterrestrial neutrinos [3] . Based on the three year data, 37 events, including 9 track-like events, were found. A spectral excess with respect to atmospheric backgrounds leads to significance 5.7σ . For a E −2 ν spectrum, the isotropic diffuse neutrino intensity (for a single neutrino flavor) is E 2 ν ν i ≈ (0.95 ± 0.3) × 10 −8 GeV cm −2 s −1 sr −1 , which is consistent with the previous analyses as well as independent results on muon neutrinos [4] . Arrival directions of the observed neutrinos are consistent with isotropic distribution. For hard spectra like E −2 ν , a possible spectral break or cutoff is suggested at a few PeV energies. Thanks to the Glashow resonance at 6.3 PeV for electron antineutrinos, a hard neutrino spectrum leads to overproduction of multi-PeV neutrinos [5] . However, it is not necessary for sufficiently large spectral indices, and the best-fit power law spectrum is E 
Cosmic-ray connection and multimessenger tests
High-energy astrophysical neutrinos are produced by CRs via hadronuclear (mainly pp) and/or photohadronic (mainly pγ ) interactions. The fact that the neutrino spectrum is at least extended to up 2 PeV sets a lower limit of the maximum CR energy per nucleon. Since a neutrino typically carries 3 − 5% of the primary proton energy, we have E ν ∼ 0.04E p 2 PeV ε p, 17 [2/(1 +z)], where ε p = 10 17 eV ε p,17 is the proton energy in the cosmic rest frame andz is the typical source redshift. Thus, neutrinos around a possible ∼ 1 − 2 PeV break are produced by protons with energies close to the second/iron knee [6] . Note that the CR energy per nucleon should exceed the knee energy at 3-4 PeV. Since the composition of Galactic CRs becomes heavier above the knee and the energy per nucleon is lower for nuclei with the same CR energy, naive adoption of the Galactic CR spectrum and composition leads to the extragalactic neutrino knee at ∼100 TeV.
In order to relate the observed diffuse CR and neutrino fluxes, it is useful to introduce a landmark flux socalled the Waxman-Bahcall bound [13, 14] . This landmark is derived based on three assumptions: a) the meson production efficiency is taken to the formal limit of unity for semitransparent sources, (b) the injected CR spectrum is E p Q E p ∝const. with the normalization based on UHECR data, and (c) intervening magnetic fields do not affect the observed flux of extragalactic CRs. The UHECR energy budget at 10 19.5 eV is E p Q E p ≈ 0.6 × 10 44 erg Mpc
Although this does not exclude existence of hidden neutrino sources such that f mes 1, this nucleon-survival landmark is reasonable when the assumption (a) is justified. Note that photodisintegration cross sections for nuclei are much higher than the photomeson cross section, so requiring nucleus survival leads to inefficient photohadronic neutrino production inside and/or outside the CR sources [7] .
The measured diffuse neutrino flux matches the Waxman-Bahcall bound within uncertainty of redshift evolution models. This fact indicates that the origin of the IceCube spectral excess may be related to UHECR sources or CR accelerators whose CR energy generation rate is not far from the UHECR one. In the former case, for a E −2 ν spectrum, f mes 1 is required at 100 PeV proton energies. But, to be consistent with the nondetection of 2 PeV shower-like events, f mes should be small above ∼ 100 PeV. Alternatively, one may think of steeper spectral indices as in Fig. 3 of Ref. [7] . Remarkably, the IceCube best-fit EPJ Web of Conferences spectrum matches the nucleus-survival bound for s ν = 2.3 [7] . In any case, the photomeson production efficiency cannot be too small if PeV neutrinos and UHECRs have the same origin [15] . If we consider transients, one source class could be the origin of CRs from GeV to ultrahigh energies [16, 17] . On the other hand, it is also possible to consider scenarios where PeV neutrino sources are not tightly related to UHECRs above 10 19 eV. As indicated in Eq. (1), PeV neutrinos are more closely related to CRs around the second knee, so it is important to reveal the origin of CRs around this energy.
As we discuss below, the measured IceCube data can explained by some astrophysical scenarios, but we have neither identified any single source nor detected a sufficient number of neutrinos allowing statistical analyses. To reveal their sources, multimessenger approaches combing gamma-ray and CR measurements are clearly important. Whether neutrinos are produced via pp or pγ processes, gamma rays should be produced as well as neutrinos. Interestingly, among gammaray sources that are also potential neutrino emitters, gamma-ray budgets of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), radioloud active galactic nuclei (AGN), and star-forming galaxies are Q γ ∼ 10 44 erg Mpc −3 yr −1 , Q γ ∼ 10 44 − Figure 3 . The allowed range in pp scenarios that explain the cosmic neutrino signal observed by IceCube, which is indicated by the shaded area with arrows. Taken from Ref. [21] . The neutrino spectrum must be hard enough and the neutrino sources should give a significant contribution to the diffuse gamma-ray background. [18] , which is comparable to the observed neutrino flux. This fact indicates that the origin of the IceCube neutrino excess is related to gamma-ray sources that significantly contribute to the diffuse gammaray background. The mean diffuse intensity of generated gamma rays is given by
where model independently we have
For gamma rays, sufficiently high-energy gamma rays cannot avoid interactions with the cosmic microwave background and extragalactic background light, and they cause subsequent electromagnetic cascades [see 19, and references therein]. But these effects can be taken into account in the calculations. First, if the neutrino and gamma-ray spectra are soft enough (as expected in pp scenarios), only primary gamma rays are relevant. Second, if the neutrino and gammaray spectra are hard (as expected in pγ scenarios), cascades are essential but their spectrum is known to be nearly universal. Regarding the Fermi gamma-ray flux as an upper limit E
at 0.3 PeV [20] , the neutrino spectral index is (3) Thus, if PeV neutrino sources are GeV-TeV gammaray sources, their spectra must be hard enough. Note that a pionic component of the diffuse Galactic emission has a much steeper index s γ ∼ 2.7 [22] . We consider implications for astrophysical scenarios below.
We note that the above multimessenger constraint is also applied to unaccounted-for Galactic sources, since the isotropic diffuse gamma-ray flux is a residual isotropic component obtained after subtracting known components including diffuse Galactic emission. Noting that Galactic gamma-ray attenuation is negligible in the GeV-TeV range, the preliminary Fermi data already suggest s ν 2.0 [21] , which also gives a stringent limit on some Galactic models. In addition, since sub-PeV gamma rays from Galactic sources can reach the Earth, constraints on the quasidiffuse gamma-ray intensity are quite powerful [23] [24] [25] . Ground-based detectors observing extended air showers, such as KASCADE and CASA-MIA, can detect not only hadronic showers caused by CRs but also electromagnetic showers caused by gamma rays. The large CR background can be discriminated by simultaneous detections of muons in muon-rich CR showers. Advantages of surface array and water Cherenkov detectors are a large field of view and high duty cycle. Interestingly, although many existing limits come from old measurements, the 0.1-10 PeV gamma-ray limits E 
Extragalactic astrophysical sources

Hadronuclear production in cosmic-ray reservoirs
One of the main neutrino production channel is the inelastic pp scattering. This type of neutrino production is naturally expected for cosmic-ray reservoirs, where CRs escaping from their accelerators (e.g., supernovae and AGN) are confined in magnetized environments for a long time. One of the advantages is that pp scenarios naturally predict a spectral break in the neutrino spectrum, which is indeed inferred by the IceCube data for spectra harder than E −2.3 ν . Starburst galaxies and galaxy clusters/groups are most widely discussed, and a priori models can explain the cosmic neutrino signal within large astrophysical uncertainty.
Starburst galaxies.-Supernova remnants have been believed to be the origin of Galactic CRs. A special subset of star-forming galaxies, so-called starburst galaxies, are less numerous but more luminous, which are characterized by an enhanced star-forming activity in a very localized region. No matter if such high star formation is triggered by galaxy mergers or by galactic bar instabilities, the birth of many massive stars leads to a lot of supernovae that inject CRs into these galaxies. Since their magnetic fields are stronger than galaxies like the Milky Way, lowenergy CRs are well confined and their escape is limited by advection. Thanks to their high gas densities, f pp can be quite high and the observed neutrino flux level can be well explained as long as CRs can be accelerated above 100 PeV energies [10, 21, [26] [27] [28] . However, ordinary supernova remnants are not able to accelerate CRs up to this energy, so a lot of speculations have recently been made, including super-massive black hole activities [10] , galaxy mergers [29] , super bubbles, interaction-powered supernovae [30] , hypernovae [21, [31] [32] [33] , transrelativistic supernovae and GRBs [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . But it is highly unclear whether different populations lead to a smooth power-law spectrum and why the energy budget of rare transients is almost comparable to that of ordinary supernovae [21] . At such high energies, diffusive escape of CRs would become relevant. As a result, although properties of turbulence should be different from that in the Milky Way, a spectral break in the multi-PeV range is possible if the diffusion is close to the Bohm limit [21, 26] .
Galaxy clusters/groups.-Galaxy clusters and groups, which contain many galaxies including AGN, are promising CR reservoirs [39] , and they are known to have magnetic fields with ∼ 0.1 − 1 µG. Relativistic jets of radio-loud AGN, weak jets of radio-quiet AGN, and disk-driven fast outflows from various types of AGN can be good CR accelerators [10, 21] , and inject CRs into the intracluster medium. Sufficiently high-energy CRs may also be supplied by member galaxies and galaxy mergers. In addition, one may expect contributions from CRs produced by accretion and cluster merger shocks that result from the structure formation of the Universe. All CRs can be stored in clusters, and escaping CRs could contribute to the observed CR flux from the second knee to the ankle [6, 40] . Given that groups and low-mass clusters can make significant contributions, the observed neutrino signal can be explained without contradicting existing gamma-ray limits [6, 21, 40] . A spectral break in the multiPeV range, which can be caused by CR diffusion, has been expected [6, 21] . However, gamma-ray emission of clusters has not been established yet, and the predictions are not certain enough.
No matter what the CR reservoirs are, an important consequence is combing the neutrino and gamma-ray data leads to stringent upper limits on s ν and lower limits on the contribution to the diffuse gamma-ray background [21] . These results are largely independent of models, so useful multimessenger implications are obtained. First, precise measurements of s ν by sub-PeV neutrino observations with IceCube may support or exclude these pp scenarios. Large values of s ν lead to overshooting of the diffuse gamma-ray background. Second, understanding the sub-TeV diffuse gamma-ray background is important to reveal the origin of high-energy cosmic neutrinos. If radio-loud AGN can account for more than 70 − 80% of the diffuse gamma-ray background, there is no room for such pp neutrino sources that are responsible for the IceCube signal. Third, TeV gamma-ray observations with Cherenkov detectors help us test pp scenarios. If gamma rays are detected, the sources should show hard spectra. For bright and/or rare sources, stacking analyses can also be useful.
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Photohadronic production in cosmic-ray accelerators
For extragalactic neutrino production, pγ interactions are often more important. For neutrino production inside CR accelerators, the most popular neutrino sources are GRBs and AGN, which are also known as powerful gammaray sources and popular candidate sources of UHECRs. Observed nonthermal photons are usually attributed to synchrotron or inverse-Compton emission from relativistic electrons that are accelerated in relativistic jets. Then, given that ions are accelerated as well, it is natural that sufficiently high-energy protons interact with ambient photons. As a result, the neutrino spectrum often becomes harder than the injected CR spectrum. Hence, in order to have soft neutrino spectra, one needs either of a soft CR spectrum or low-energy cutoff, or an appropriate shape of the luminosity function. Another common feature of pγ scenarios for relativistic sources is that the pγ efficiency is sensitive to the Lorentz factor j , and we need good data of target photon spectra for solid theoretical predictions.
Gamma-ray bursts and supernovae.-GRBs are the most energetic explosive phenomena in the Universe, which potentially allows CRs to get accelerated up to ultrahigh energies. Also, their gamma-ray energy generation rate is comparable to the UHECR energy budget, and they have been thought as one of the candidate sources of observed UHECRs. GRBs have also been expected to be promising sources of PeV neutrinos [41] , and atmospheric backgrounds can be essentially removed by making use of time-and space-coincidence. In the case of prompt emission of classical high-luminosity GRBs with j = 10 2.5 , ∼ 10 − 100 PeV protons interacting with MeV photons lead to the typical neutrino energy 0. 14.5 cm, the typical pγ efficiency is estimated to be f pγ 0.01 although multipion production enhances f pγ by a factor of ∼ 3. Due to strong meson cooling, having a multi-PeV break is possible [42] [43] [44] which may be appealing in view of the spectral shape. but stacking searches by IceCube already set the limits of E 2 γ ν,i 10 −9 GeV cm −2 s −1 sr −1 [45] , so the simple standard scenario for high-luminosity GRBs cannot explain the IceCube signal [5, 46] . UHECR production may also be possible during GRB afterglows, where EeV neutrino production is expected [47] [48] [49] . However, as in the argument for cosmogenic neutrinos, it is unlikely that afterglow neutrinos account for the observed IceCube signal [50, 51] . Note that these conclusions do not mean that GRBs are not the main sources of UHECRs [52] [53] [54] . To cover all the relevant parameter space, more data are required.
However, this is not the end of the story. In recent years, various classes of interesting transients have been discovered. Transrelativistic supernovae that are associated with low-luminosity GRBs show intermediate features of GRBs and supernovae. There are classes of luminous or energetic supernovae, such as superluminous supernovae and hypernovae. For example, lowluminosity GRBs are much more common than high- Figure 4 . The cumulative neutrino backgrounds from lowluminosity and ultralong GRBs. For low-luminosity GRBs, we consider (ξ acc /10)(ρ/500 Gpc −3 yr −1 ) = 0.2 − 2. The spectrum of low-luminosity GRBs was originally taken from Ref. [56] . For ultralong GRBs, we consider ( f cho /10)(ρ/1 Gpc −3 yr −1 ) = 0.1 − 4, where f cho = 40 is based on the requirement that the true rate is less than the hypernova rate. Taken from Ref. [58] , but Fig. 3 is modified to demonstrate astrophysical uncertainty.
luminosity GRBs [55] , and their CR energy budget may be comparably important. Low Lorentz factors allow efficient neutrino production, and a calculation apparently matches the IceCube spectral excess [56] [57] [58] without contradicting single source limits [59] . In addition, although radiation constraints forbid efficient CR acceleration in powerful hidden jets inside a star, low-power GRBs are favorable as sources of orphan and precursor neutrinos [58] . Ultralong GRBs, if they come from blue super-giants (but see discussion in Ref. [60] ), could contribute to the diffuse neutrino flux with rather steep spectral indices [20] . A multi-PeV spectral break can come from the maximum CR energy, meson cooling and neutrino attenuation in the stellar material [58] . However, we note that the models are highly uncertain simply because such transients are not well understood. The message here is that we should keep up good GRB monitors especially in the hard X-ray range. More GRB samples are needed to perform stacking analyses on such transients, and understanding them gives us clues to connections between GRB and supernovae.
Active Galactic Nuclei.-AGN host super-massive black holes, and they have been the most popular candidate sources of UHECRs. Various scenarios have been discussed, including CR production in the vicinity of the black hole or accretion disk, inside jets, at hot spots and cocoon shocks, and in lobes and bubbles. In particular, powerful jets of radio-loud AGN including blazars have been widely discussed as potential sites of high-energy neutrino production [61] [62] [63] . For AGN jets with j = 10 and a synchrotron peak ε classes. In the former class, external photon fields provided by the broadline region and dust torus become more important than synchrotron photons as targets for photomeson production [11, 64] . The diffuse neutrino flux is dominated by such luminous blazars, and a power-law CR spectrum leads to a hard neutrino spectrum with a low-energy cutoff feature around PeV energies, which is inconsistent with the existing neutrino data. Thus, although more complicated models are possible [64, 65] , the simple standard scenario for radio-loud AGN jets has difficulty in explaining the IceCube signal. It is worthwhile to mention that some optimistic pre-IceCube predictions are already ruled out [17] . However, this does not mean that radio-loud AGN are disfavored as the origin of UHECRs. Interestingly, future detectors such as the Askaryan Radio Array can detect EeV neutrinos even in such conservative cases, allowing us to indirectly test the possibility of UHECR acceleration. One of the predictions is that the arrival directions of neutrinos correlate with luminous blazars detected by Fermi [11] . Note that pp interactions are unlikely to be relevant in the blazar zone [63] . They are also insignificant in large scale jets. They could be relevant in the vicinity of the black hole [66] [67] [68] but pγ interactions can compete [69] , depending on properties of the accretion disk. Such AGN core models can be viable [43, 70] but uncertainty is much larger. Gamma rays may not escape either [64] , so more studies are needed to test these possibilities.
Multimessenger tests based on gamma-ray measurements are applicable but more complicated. First, the pγ process is efficient only for sufficiently high-energy CRs, so GeV-TeV gamma rays are produced via cascades and low-energy pionic gamma rays do not directly contribute to the diffuse gamma-ray background. More seriously, the tight connection is not expected in pγ sources like GRBs and AGN, since target photons for pγ reactions often prevent GeV-PeV gamma rays from leaving the sources.
Galactic astrophysical sources
One of the basic questions is if the sources are Galactic or extragalactic. Although the extragalactic origin is the most natural, as demonstrated in Ref. [23] (see also Ref. [71] ), one could consider quasiisotropic emission produced by Figure 6 . The diffuse gamma-ray flux that corresponds to the diffuse neutrino flux in the quasiisotropic Galactic scenario. An exponential cutoff at 6 PeV (for gamma rays) is assumed. Gamma-ray attenuation is shown for 8.5 kpc, 20 kpc, and 30 kpc. Taken from Ref. [23] .
CRs confined in the Galactic Halo. The circumgalactic density suggested from observations of dozens of nearby galaxies indicating a decreasing density profile [72] , which is also consistent with theoretical expectations. Then, for s ν ∼ 2, we typically expect
, for a typical enhancement factor of past star formation [23] . Interestingly, even if higher fluxes can somehow be achieved by taking more extreme values, this possibility can strongly be constrained by gamma rays. First, Fermi gamma-ray constraints are applicable to isotropic emission, so s ν 2.0 will be needed [21] . Second, there is a tension with sub-PeV gamma-ray limits obtained with two independent measurements, CASA-MIA and KASCADE. Note that ∼ 60% of the contributions come from regions within ∼ 30 kpc, which is enhanced by the realistic CR density gradient. Thus, the present multimessenger data support the extragalactic origin of the IceCube signal, but more careful studies are needed to have a robust statement.
In addition, there are attempts that try to connect a fraction of the neutrino events to some Galactic sources. Although none of them are statistically significant at present, some contributions from Galactic sources cannot yet be discarded and large scale anisotropy could exist [73] . In principle, one may expect the Galactic to extragalactic transition in the neutrino spectrum, and the IceCube spectral excess may consist of a superposition of Galactic and extragalactic events especially below ∼200 TeV. Galactic neutrino signals, if confirmed, may infer Galactic pevatorons, so it is interesting to seek event clustering. Diffuse TeV-PeV gamma-ray limits are powerful, but gamma-ray surveys are biased in the Northern Hemisphere and they do not have significant overlaps with the observed neutrino events [23] . medium, which can be regarded as guaranteed emission [74, 75] . However, the expected spectrum with s ν ∼ 2.7 is too soft, and it has been expected to have the neutrino knee around 100 TeV [76, 77] . Moreover, there is no significant event clustering along the Galactic plane within latitude 2.5
• although an extension to larger angular scales could include up to 13 events within uncertainties [23] . The fluctuation is difficult to be attributed to Galactic diffuse emission from propagating CRs [23] .
Unresolved sources.-Supernova remnants and pulsar wind nebulae are distributed in the Galactic disk and their emissions are clustered within latitude ∼ 2
• . But signifiant event clustering around the Galactic plane is not seen at present [23] . However, nearby sources in the local spiral arm of the Milky Way may appear at higher latitudes [78] . There is a fluctuation at longitudes ∼ 240
• , although no apparent neutrino clustering is found in the opposite direction [23] . Very-high-energy gammaray observations should give us useful tests. Although supernova remnants are believed to be responsible for CR protons below the knee, deeper diffuse gamma-ray limits will imply that not all young supernova remnants do accelerate protons up to the CR knee, which is consistent with TeV gamma-ray observations of nearby remnants. A possible contribution from hypernova remnants and unidentified TeV sources [79] can also be tested by subPeV gamma-ray measurements [23] .
Galatic center and Fermi bubbles.-The Galactic center is a complicated region where many gammaray sources exist, and there is a fluctuation around this region [23, 80] . The super-massive black hole in the Galactic center has also been suggested as a potential CR accelerator and neutrino emitter [81] . Fermi bubbles, which may be driven by past super-massive black hole activities or starburst winds, are observed as an extended gamma-ray source with a hard spectrum. It has been suggested that this emission is caused by pp interactions of CRs that are injected from the Galactic center fort ∼ 1 − 10 Gyr [82] . In this model, the neutrino flux suggested from fluctuations around the Fermi bubbles can be consistent with a a power index s ν ≈ 2.2 [23, 83] . On the other hand, the leptonic emission model is also viable that seems more consistent with the recent indication of a high-energy gamma-ray cutoff [84] . Future gammaray observatories as HAWC should be able to test these possibilities [23] .
Discussion
The origin of high-energy cosmic neutrinos is a new mystery in astroparticle physics. The observed signals are likely to include extragalactic contributions, even though some of them may come from Galactic sources especially below 200 TeV. Connections to diffuse CR and gammaray data suggest that the origin of IceCube neutrinos is likely to be related to extragalactic CRs and/or gamma-ray sources contributing to the diffuse gamma-ray background. It is also supported by the fact that some pre-IceCube calculations for extragalactic astrophysical sources can explain the IceCube spectral excess [6, 26, 56] . Among various interpretations, CR reservoirs such as starburst galaxies and galaxy clusters seem appealing as the origin of PeV neutrinos. In such pp scenarios, the existence of a spectral break in the multi-PeV range was predicted and required to explain the IceCube data. We obtained new powerful multimessenger constraints. Measurements of s ν by sub-PeV neutrino observations will give further tests for pp scenarios, and large values of s ν [4] may imply the existence of other components. PeV neutrino sources should give a significant contribution to the diffuse gamma-ray background, so understanding the sub-TeV diffuse gamma-ray background is important. On the other hand, the situation is a bit complicated in pγ scenarios including relativistic sources as UHECR accelerators. The simple standard jet models for high-luminosity GRBs and radio-loud AGN are already disfavored as the origin of the IceCube spectral excess. The remaining possibilities include low-power GRBs and AGN core models (including low-power AGN classes). Although some a priori models may explain the data, they are quite uncertain. Since gamma-ray attenuation and their cascades are often crucial, the multimessenger connection is less obvious, so that further theoretical and observational studies are needed.
Galactic sources may give some contributions especially below ∼ 200 TeV, and can help the diffuse neutrino spectrum be steeper. Possible subdominant neutrino sources like supernova/hypernova remnants are marginally consistent with present multi-TeV and sub-PeV gammaray limits. On the other hand, quasiisotropic Galactic emission models are being constrained by the existing 05001-p.6
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TeV and sub-PeV gamma-ray data. We note that sky regions from which neutrino events are not much covered by air shower detectors. This emphasizes the importance of having diffuse TeV-PeV gamma-ray monitors in the Southern Hemisphere.
One of the interesting question is if sources of PeV neutrinos are related to UHECR sources or not. As in the Waxman-Bahcall bound, for a hard CR spectrum, the photomeson production efficiency has to be as large as f mes 1, where a spectral break in the neutrino spectrum is required to avoid overproduction of multiPeV neutrinos. In this case, it is not easy for neutrinos produced inside UHECR accelerators (such as GRBs and AGN) to consistently explain PeV neutrinos and UHECRs simultaneously. But, even so, transients are appealing as UHECR sources, and a flat CR spectrum in the wide energy range may be explained [16] . It is also possible to have f mes ∼ 0.01 − 0.1 or even smaller values if environment magnetic fields are relatively strong, where steeper spectra are needed. As in the nucleussurvival bound, this case would be more favorable if the UHECR composition is heavy. Alternatively, one does not have to connect PeV neutrino sources to UHECR sources. Although this case may not be as interesting as the former two, one can still expect interesting connection to gammaray sources.
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